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Abstract. LA-MPI is a high-performance, network-fault-tolerant im- 
plementation of MPl designcd for terascale clusters that are inherently 
unreliable due to their very large number of system components and to 
trade-offs between cost and pcrformance. This paper reviews the archi- 
tectural design of LA-MPI, focusing on our approach to guaranteeing 
data integrity. We discuss our network data path abstraction t,hat makes 
LA-MPI highly portable, givcs high-performance through mcssage strip- 
ing, and niost importantly provides the basis for network fault tolerance. 
Finiilly we inclutlc some performancc numbers for the Quadrics and UDP 
network paths. 

1 Introduction 

LA-MPI i s  an implementation of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [1,2] 
motivated by a growing need for fault tolerance a t  the software level in large 
high-performance computing (HPC) systems. 

This need is caused by the sheer number of components present in modern 
EIPC systcms, particularly clusters. The individual compontents - processors, 
memory modules, network interface cards (NICs), etc. - are typically manufac- 
turcd t o  lolerances adequate for small or desktop systems. When aggrcgat,cd 
into a large HPC syst,em, however, system-wide error rates may be too great to 
succcssfully complete ii long application run [3]. For example, a network device 
may have an error rate which is perfectly acceptable for a desktop system, but 
not in a cluster of thousands of nodcs, which must run error free for many hours 
or even days to complete a scientific calculation. 

T,A-MPI has two primary goals: network fault, tolerance and high pcrfor- 
mance. Fortunately these goals are partially complimentary, since the flexible 
approach we t,alte t o  the use of redundant network data  paths to support fault 
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by the XJnivcrsity of California for the National Nuclear Security Adrninistration of 
the United States Department of Encrgy nnder contract W-7405-ENG-36. Project 
support was provided through ASCI/PSE and the Los Alamos Computer Science 
Institute. 
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Fig. 1. Message-Path Interactions. 

tolerance also allows LA-MPI to  exploit all the available network bandwidth in 
a network-device-rich system by data striping (of both messages and message 
fragments). 

Other important features of LA-MPI include an open source license, stan- 
dards compliance (MPI version 1.2 integrated with ROMIO [4] for MPI-IO v2 
support), thread safety, and portability to  many operating systems, processor 
architectures and network devices. 

In the following sections we will review the architecture of LA-MPI em- 
phasizing the important role of our network data path abstraction. A detailed 
discussion of LA-MPI’s data integrity protocol is given in section 3, while a 
selection of performance results are presented in section 4. 

2 Architecture 

At a high level, LA-MPI’s architecture falls into two layers: an upper MPI layer, 
implementing the full1 richness of the MPI standard, and a lower User Level 
Messaging (ULM) layer that provides a simpler reliable message passing API. 
Looking deeper, ULM is itself composed of two layers: a Memory and Message 
Layer (MML), and a Send and Receive Layer (SRL). The MML consists of code 
common to all systems and data paths, while the SRL is highly device-specific. 



Before discussing these layers and their interaction in more detail, it is help- 
ful to discuss what; types of nctworlc fault tolerance are provided by LA-MPI. 
We distinguish two separate functionalit,ies: (a) guaranteed data integrity of de- 
livered messages; and (b) the ability to fail-over from one network device to 
another if the first, is generating too many errors. Both of these require that we 
are able to  treat each available network device on an equal footing, and this has 
led us to  developing an abstraction called a network data p a t h  object or, more 
succinctly, a p d h .  

A path is an abstraction of lower-level network transports and devices that, 
are available to  LA-MPI. Each path can represent a single network adapter, 
or a set of common adapters, or wen  a common protocol-over many different 
network adapters. Currently, paths are implemented for the user datagram pro- 
tocol [5 ]  (UDP over all IP-enabled devices), Quadrics Elan3 [B] remote direct 
memory access (RDMA), and Myrinet GM [7], and is currently being developed 
for Infinibilad [8] (Mellanox HCA Verbs IS]). In all of our current, pa.t,hs except 
UDP/Il?, which treats multiple network adapters as a single Internet, Protocol 
“device”, multiple network adapters are used by a. single path instantiation, if 
they exist on the machine. 

‘The path object provides the interface between the portable common code of 
the MML and device-specific SRL. The intmaction of’the MML with the various 
paths is described schematically in figure 1. 

In the next section we give an in-depth discussion of one aspect of network 
fault tolerance in LA-MPI, namely support for reliable message delivery, that 
is, the guaranteed integrity of delivered data. The other aspects of LA-MPI’s 
architecture are described in more detail elsewhere [lo]. 

3 Reliability 

Unlike ma.ny MPI libraries that  consider all underlying communication perfectly 
reliable, LA-MPI optionally supports sender-side retransmission of messages by 
checking the unacknowledged list every 5 seconds (adjustable at compile time) 
for message send descriptors that have exceeded their timeout periods. This 
retraiismission scheme is appropriate for low error rate environments, typical of 
most clusters. Each network transport is responsible for arrmging to  retransmit 
the necessary fragments. Each fragment’s retransmission time is calculated using 
a. truncated exponential back-off scheme; this avoids resource exhaustion a t  a 
receiving process that is busy doing non-MPI computa,tion. Fragments tjhat must, 
be retransmitted are moved from the FragsToAck list to  the PrqsToSen,d list, 
arid the associated message send descriptor is placed on the incomplete list. 

Each network transport is also responsible for providing a main memory-to- 
main memory 32-bit additive checltsum or 32-bit, cyclic redundancy code (CRC), 
if it is needed. This checlcsum/CRC protects against network and I/O bus cor- 
ruption, and is generated at the same time data is copied, if at  all possible. By 
delaying checksurnmirig to avoid wasting memory bandwidth, a. received fra.g- 
merit is not necessarily a deliverable, or uncorrupted, fragment. 
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Fig. 2. Retransmission and Checksumming. 

Several MML generic features aid in the implementation of this retrans- 
mission and checltsumming scheme. Every fragment is assigned a monotonically 
increasing 64-bit sequence number between a given (sender, receiver) pair of pro- 
cesses. These sequence numbers are recorded by the receiving process in a special 
object, SeqTrackingList, as an ordered set of non-contiguous ranges of sequence 
numbers; these lists use internal hint pointers to exploit any temporal locality 
in accessing these lists to minimize access overhead. The receiver maintains two 
SeqTruckingList lists for each peer with which it communicates to  distinguish 
betwecn fragments that have been received, and those that have been received 
and delivered successfully (i.e. , no data corruption). Duplicate fragments are 
easily detected by checking the received fragment's sequence number against the 
received SeqTrackingList. 



Upon processing fragment acknowledgments from a receiver, a sender will 
store two special values that are carried in every acknowledgment: the largest 
in-order peer received sequence numbcr (LIRS), and the largest in-order peer 
delivered sequence number (LIDS). The LIRS is used t,o prevent the retransmis- 
sion of fragments that have been received, but whose data  integrity has not been 
checked yet; it may increase or decrease over time, depending upon transmission 
and 1/0 bus errors. The LIDS is used to  free any fragments whose acknowl- 
edgment was lost. The LIDS is always less than or equal to  the LIRS. Figure 
2 shows the interaction of these sequence numbers, the retransmission scheme, 
and checltsurnming. 

4 Performance 

5 Conclusions 

With the rise of terascale distributed computing environments consisting of‘ thou- 
sands of processors and network adaptcrs, the need for fault, tolerant, software 
has become critical i o  their successful use. Negligible component error and fail- 
ure rates in small to medium size clusters are no longer negligible in these large 
clusters, due to their complexity, shcer numbcr of components, and amount of 
data transferred. LA-MPI addrcsses the network-related challenges of this envi- 
ronmcnt by providing a production-quality, reliable, high-performance Message 
Passing Interface (MPI) library for applications capable of (a) surviving network 
and 1/0 bus data corruption and loss, and (b) surviving network haidware and 
software failure if other connectivity is available. In this paper, we have presented 
an overview of LA-NIPI’s design and implementation. 

LA-MPI is currently available as open source software under an LGPL license. 
I t  currently runs on Linux (i686 and Alpha processors), HP’s Tru64 (Alpha only), 
SCI’s IRIX 6.5 (MIPS), and Apple’s Mac OS X (PowerPC). It supports shared 
memory, UDP/IP, Quadrics Elan3 RDMA, HIPPI-800 OS bypass (IRIX only), 
and current work is progressing on Myrinet GM and Infiniband (Mellanox HCA 
Verbs) communications support. LA-MPI supports job spawning and control 
with Platform LSF, Quadrics RMS (Tru64 only), Bproc [ll], and standard BSD 
rsh. Please send email to  lampi-supportQlanl. gov for more information [12]. 
All fault tolerance features described in this paper have been fully implemented, 
except for on-going work on automatic network fail-over support. 

Future papers will present full pcrforrnance studies of dcsign trade-off‘s as 
part of our on-going optimization of the library. Futurc development efforts will 
address: 

- the irnplementation of a fault-tolerant, scalable, administrative network for 

- the implementation of process fault-tolerance in the face of multiple process 
job control, standard 1/0 redi~ection, and MPI wire-up; 

failures; 



- the implementation of dynamic topology reconfiguration and addition of 
MPI processes to support dynamic process migration and MPI-2 dynamic 
processes. 
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